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methodolosvinrf Avrw research ls t0 comPare ‘he applicability of Box-Jenkins ARIMA 
the aueslinffnf hARCH/GARCH methodol°gy amonS two real data sets. This study addresses 
the ident fied 1 7 ana^ze time series data, identify structures, explain behaviours, model 
SDecifir timp c -C UrpS US,ng tbe 'ns‘ght gained, to analyze and forecast values for the 
kurakkan vield^hf T purpose of thls study the time series data included, the total 
obained from ft" ^"Vthe CenSUS depa“ of Sri Lanka and the Money series 
Each of tlfeTn e V ^ F'nanCia' Statistics data S0Urce of Central bank of Sri Lanka, 
r^ire . deep,- ”****** “
°ftime SerieS constitutes an important area of statistics. The kurakkan yield data set 
and stlte Wr!fn8 ValUe?' Three different approaches name|y deterministic, stochastic
was used. The best model obtained 
and 2 non-seasonal MA terms with
a seasonal ARIMA model with 2 non-seasonal AR terms 
were independent and identically distributed and followed
was
a normal distribution.
The mam difference between the two time series data sets used for this study is that the money 
series obtained is a high-volatile data series which includes heteroscedasticity For this data
iHS|thThARcMA,meI;hn0i?^y Cann°‘ bC US6d S'nCe the data wil1 not become stationary to fit a 
model Therefore the ARCH/GARCH methodology was used to deal with the money data series
loru d “le software Parage called “E-views” has been used. Different
ARCH1 models and GARCH models were fitted to this data set and the parameters were chosen 
so hat the kurtosis value was closer to three. The best model was, a logarithmic transformation 
of the money series with one GARCH term and no ARCH terms. This model yielded a kurtosis 
value of 3.09. The mam model for this data set did not include any AR or MA terms. However a 
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